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Abstract—The Liquid State Machine (LSM) exploits the computation capability of recurrent spiking neural networks by
incorporating a randomly generated reservoir, which is often
ﬁxed. This standard choice relaxes the challenging need for
training the complex recurrent reservoir. The ﬁxed reservoir is
used as a generic kernel to map the temporal input signals to
the internal network dynamics, and a readout layer is trained to
extract the information embedded in the network dynamics to
facilitate pattern classiﬁcation.
However, the question of how to effectively tune the reservoir for given computational tasks remains to be answered.
In this paper, we propose a novel Activity-based Probabilistic Spiking-Timing Dependent Plastic (AP-STDP) mechanism
for self-organizing reservoirs. Compared to conventional STDP
mechanisms, the proposed rule improves tuning efﬁciency, prevents the saturation of synaptic memory, and boosts performance.
We assess the internal representation ability of the proposed selforganizing mechanism via principal component analysis (PCA)
and show that the proposed method is advantageous over other
STDP algorithms. Using the spoken English letters adopted
from the TI46 speech corpus for performance benchmarking, we
demonstrate that AP-STDP consistently outperforms other STDP
mechanisms regardless of reservoir size, and is able to boost the
performance of the isolated spoken English letter recognition by
2.7% with a small reservoir size.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been increasing interest in exploring
reservoir computing, a biologically plausible computation
paradigm, to make use of the computational power of recurrent
neural networks without tuning complex recurrent connections [1]. The liquid state machine (LSM) is one specific
form of reservoir computing, which has recently emerged in
computational neuroscience [2], [3]. Structurally, the LSM
(shown in Fig. 1) is typically composed of a fixed “reservoir”,
a randomly connected recurrent spiking neural network, mimicking generic neural microcircuits in the cerebral cortex, and
a group of readout neurons that make the final classification
decisions by processing the information coming from the
reservoir. The reservoir is used as a generic filter through
which the LSM maps the input into a high-dimensional space
of network dynamics. Typically, a linear readout output layer
can be trained to conduct classification with good accuracy.
The LSM is especially competent for processing continuous
streams of temporal inputs [4]–[6].
The LSM also offers an interesting paradigm for realizing
VLSI-based hardware learning processors. Having a generic
common reservoir makes it amenable to realize generalpurpose processor architectures on which multiple applications
share the same reservoir. The inherent error resilience of the
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Fig. 1. The LSM consists of the reservoir and a readout layer.

LSM is also appealing for VLSI implementation in highly
scaled modern CMOS technologies for which device reliability
and process variation are grand challenges. As a result, the
hardware implementation of the LSM has emerged [7]–[9].
Adapting the recurrent connections in the reservoir is in
general very challenging because of complex long-term dependencies in the dynamics [10]. In this regard, the typical LSM
model is attractive as it exploits the computational power of
the recurrent reservoir without tuning it. Although integrating a
generic reservoir presents a simple solution to build generalpurpose LSM processors as presented in [9], many studies
have argued that randomly generated fixed reservoirs do not
act as an effective filter for specific applications [11], [12].
While reservoir tuning has not been well studied in the
literature, several attempts have shown that the separation
capability of the reservoir and hence learning performance
may be boosted by tuning the recurrent connections [12]–[18].
But the question of how to efficiently tune the recurrent reservoir for improving the performance of real-world applications
remains unclear. In [12], an iterative refinement approach is
proposed to modify the recurrent synaptic connections to boost
the separation ability but no performance improvement for
real-world tasks is reported. A gene regulatory network (GRN)
regulated reservoir is proposed in [18] and shown to have
self-organizing behaviors leading to improved performance.
However, for both approaches, the global neuronal activities
need to be known for altering synaptic weights, which is
inefficient and costly to implement.
One can also introduce self-organizing behaviors managed
through spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP), which was
both experimentally discovered in biology [19] and theo-
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retically studied in computational neuroscience [20]. STDP
explores the correlation between the firing activities of a pair
of presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons and tunes the synaptic
weight locally in an unsupervised manner. Therefore, compared to [12], [18], STDP is more suitable for efficient online
learning because of its simplicity and locality, as explored in
[13]–[17], [21], [22] for tuning reservoirs.
In this paper, we explore efficient reservoir tuning in the
context of hardware implementation where synaptic weights
are realized digitally with a finite resolution. From a biological point of view, targeting discretized synaptic weights
is reasonable because there is evidence that modification of
individual biological synaptic strength is done in an all-ornone (i.e. digital) instead of graded (i.e. analog) manner [23],
[24]. Furthermore, since we deal with realistic synapses, it is
not possible to reduce synaptic modifications to an arbitrarily
small value [25].
Unfortunately, standard STDP rules conduct continuous
weight updates and may trigger a large number of smallvalued weight updates throughout the reservoir, degrading
the efficiency of hardware-based realizations on FPGA or in
ASIC. Furthermore, there exist important tradeoffs between
the range of weight tunability, the resolution of weights,
performance and hardware cost. High resolution and wide
tunability range can lead to good learning performance at
the cost of high hardware overhead. Therefore, STDP rules
must be carefully designed for cost-effective realization of
the desired self-organizing properties. As such, low-resolution
synapses represented by a small number of bits are strongly
preferred.
Equally importantly, there is no prior STDP work that
addresses the issue of synaptic weight saturation for reservoir
tuning. Without a specific stop-learning mechanism in place,
continuous on-going weight modifications may quickly saturate a synaptic weight, making it unresponsive to future inputs.
This situation of synaptic memory saturation is very likely to
happen in hardware because synapses have a limited number of
states due to low resolution and narrow tuning range. Therefore, from a memory retention point of view, suitable stoplearning conditions are desired in order to prevent saturation
such that synapses can learn from the new experience without
being over-interfered by the past experience [25].
To address the above challenges, this work proposes a novel
activity-based probabilistic STDP (AP-STDP) rule to tune
plastic reservoirs. The proposed rule achieves good learning
performance with low synaptic weight resolutions by incorporating a probabilistic weight update process. Furthermore,
AP-STDP prevents memory saturation by introducing activitylevel based weight tuning with a stop-learning condition.
By performing principal component analysis of the reservoir
dynamics, we demonstrate that AP-STDP gives rise to more
effective internal representations of input samples compared to
other simpler STDP rules. We use the spoken English letters
from the widely adopted TI46 Speech Corpus [26] as a realworld speech recognition benchmark to test the performance of
liquid state machines tuned with AP-STDP. It is demonstrated

that the proposed AP-STDP outperforms other conventional
STDP rules and can produce a performance that is better than
some of the best reported recognition performances obtained
using fixed reservoirs [6].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provids a brief description of the background and motivations
of this work. Section III presents our proposed AP-STDP rule.
In Section IV, the PCA analysis of reservoir dynamics is introduced. The network settings and benchmark are described in
Section V. The experimental results are reported in Section VI.
Finally, Section VII concludes this work.
II. BACKGROUND
We briefly discuss the standard STDP rules and their
limitations pertaining to self-organizing reservoirs.
A. Standard STDP Rules
STDP is a local unsupervised Hebbian learning mechanism
realizing synaptic plasticity based on the respective firing
timing orders of the presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons. The
synapse 𝑤𝑖𝑗 from neuron 𝑗 to neuron 𝑖 is potentiated if a causal
order (i.e., pre fires before post) is observed, or depressed if
the postsynaptic neuron fires before the presynaptic neuron.
The change in weight depends on the temporal difference
Δ𝑡 = 𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 between the specific pair of pre- and
postsynaptic spikes:
Δ𝑤+ = 𝐹+ (𝑤) ⋅ 𝑒

−

∣Δ𝑡∣
𝜏+

−

∣Δ𝑡∣
𝜏−

Δ𝑤− = 𝐹− (𝑤) ⋅ 𝑒
+

if Δ𝑡 > 0
if Δ𝑡 < 0,

(1)

−

where Δ𝑤 and Δ𝑤 represent the weight modification
induced by long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD), and 𝐹± (𝑤) describes the dependency of the
update on the current weight value. If 𝐹± (𝑤) = 𝐴± is fixed,
it is called an additive STDP rule. If 𝐹± is proportional to
the current weight 𝑤, it is called a multiplicative STDP rule.
Additive STDP rules are usually applied to the reservoir because they have been shown to generate good self-organizing
behaviors [27].
A typical additive STDP curve is plotted in Fig 2(a). And
there are generally two pairing rules for the implementation of
STDP: all-pairing and nearest-neighbor (shown in Fig. 2(b)).
In the first scheme, synaptic updates are triggered by all
possible pre-post spike pairs before and at the current time 𝑡.
In nearest-neighbor pairing, instead, at each firing time, a presynaptic (post-synaptic) spike is only paired with the closed
preceding post-synaptic (pre-synaptic) spike. As a common
practice, excitatory synapses in the reservoir are usually assumed to be plastic and are tuned with STDP while inhibitory
synapses are fixed.
No matter which pairing rule is adopted, realizing (1)
can produce weight updates that are arbitrarily small as the
temporal difference Δ𝑡 increases. The fact that a high synaptic
resolution is needed to accommodate small updates and the
number of such updates can be very large leading to a high
level of inefficiency. On the other hand, simply reducing
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Fig. 2. (a) A typical additive STDP curve. (b) Two pairing schemes.

hardware overhead by adopting a low resolution can lead to
learning performance degradations. Another disadvantage of
this standard STDP rule is that persistent firing activities can
eventually saturate the storage capacity of a given synapse
and push the weight to the upper/lower limit, preventing
the reservoir from adapting to subsequent input samples and
degrading learning performance.
III. T HE P ROPOSED ACTIVITY- BASED P ROBABILISTIC
STDP
We first propose a simple probabilistic STDP rule for
reservoir computing targeting low synaptic weight resolutions.
Using the probabilistic rule as a starting point, we further
propose an Activity-based Probabilistic STDP (AP-STDP) rule
incorporating a stop-learning condition based upon the postsynaptic neural firing activity level. AD-STDP addresses both
the resolution and memory saturation challenges discussed in
Section II.
A. The Proposed Probabilistic STDP
Inspired by two stochastic learning rules developed under
contexts different from reservoir computing [28], [29], we
propose a simple probabilistic STDP rule for reservoir tuning.
The proposed probabilistic rule first computes the weight
change Δ𝑤+ /Δ𝑤− according to (1). Instead of directly
applying the weight change, the rule probabilistically commits
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𝑤 ← 𝑤 + Δ𝑊 with 𝑝 ∝ ∣Δ𝑤+ ∣

if Δ𝑡 > 0

𝑤 ← 𝑤 − Δ𝑊 with 𝑝 ∝ ∣Δ𝑤− ∣

if Δ𝑡 < 0,

(2)

where Δ𝑊 is the fixed weight update, representing the
resolution of synaptic weights, i.e., a large Δ𝑊 leads to a
low resolution and a lower hardware overhead. Furthermore,
since the total number of weight updates is limited by the
probabilities, the update process of this rule is much more
efficient than that of the standard STDP. It is worthwhile
mentioning that the probabilistic update of synaptic weights
can be easily realized in hardware by using efficient random
number generator (RNG) primitives.
In terms of performance, it has been argued that continuously fast weight updates of synapses with a limited number
of states (e.g. due to a low synaptic resolution) can result in
bad memory performance. This manifests itself in such a way
that the most recent experiences are represented and learned
by the synapses better than the older ones [30], [31]. The
proposed probabilistic STDP addresses the above problem by
slowing down the learning procedure and helping maximally
utilize the synaptic storage capacity [25]. As a result, it more
evenly distributes the memory across the network so as to
well represent both the new and old experiences and allow for
retrieval them at a later time. However, the issue of synaptic
memory saturation remains unresolved.
B. The Proposed Activity-based Probabilistic STDP
Although the probabilistic STDP rule helps to slow down
the learning for better memory performance, it has no stoplearning condition imposed to tackle the issue of synaptic
memory saturation. In the unsupervised learning process of
STDP rules, new input samples are fed into the reservoir and
synaptic weights are tuned to capture the internal patterns
of the inputs. The reservoir will not be able to learn from
new stimuli once most of its synapses are over-potentiated
or over-depressed (i.e., the synaptic memory is saturated).
Incorporating a stop-learning condition provides an effective
way to prevent memory saturation [25], which is particularly
desirable for synapses with a finite number of states.
Conceptually, we may deactivate LTP when overpotentiation of synapses happens and deactivate LTD when
over-depression takes place. This can be done for each synapse
by monitoring the firing activity of the postsynaptic neuron.
For example, if the postsynaptic neuron is overly active and
has fired a lot of spikes, we could “turn off” the LTP of
the STDP rule because the afferent synapses of this neuron
may have been over-potentiated by this time. Similarly, if
the postsynaptic neuron is inactive, we might “switch off”
the LTD of the STDP rule to stop/prevent the synapses
from being over-depressed. The above mechanism regulates
the network dynamics and helps produce more orderly selforganizing behaviors in the reservoir which are crucial to good
performance.
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While the instantaneous firing frequency acts as a direct
measure for the activity level of a neuron, a measure at a longer
timescale may correlate better with the average firing level
induced by both the new and old inputs. Motivated by [25], we
adopt the internal calcium concentration of a biological neuron
as an indicator for the firing activity within a specified time
window in the proposed AP-STDP rule. The calcium variable
𝑐(𝑡) follows the first order dynamics with a large time constant
and is a function of the postsynaptic neuron activity:
𝑐(𝑡) ∑
𝑑𝑐(𝑡)
=−
+
𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖 ),
(3)
𝑑𝑡
𝜏𝑐
𝑖
where 𝜏𝑐 is the time constant and the summation is over all
postsynaptic spikes arriving at time 𝑡𝑖 .
We now discuss the idea of the stop-learning condition
based on the calcium concentration. First of all, a threshold
of calcium variable 𝑐𝜃 is defined for determining whether the
neuron is active or inactive. Suppose a postsynaptic neuron is
active and it has fired many spikes. Its corresponding calcium
concentration must be very high. Our stop-learning condition
basically enables the LTP of the corresponding synapses only
when 𝑐 is within a specific range. Otherwise, it deactivates
LTP to avoid over-potentiation. Similarly, if a postsynaptic
neuron is inactive and its calcium concentration is too low,
implying that afferent synapses are possibly over-depressed,
LTD would be disabled. More specifically, the proposed stoplearning condition is combined with the probabilistic STDP
rule presented in the last subsection in the following form:
𝑤 ← 𝑤 + Δ𝑊 with 𝑝 ∝∣Δ𝑤+ ∣ if Δ𝑡 > 0 &&
𝑐𝜃 < 𝑐 < 𝑐𝜃 + Δ𝑐
𝑤 ← 𝑤 − Δ𝑊 with 𝑝 ∝∣Δ𝑤− ∣ if Δ𝑡 < 0 &&
𝑐𝜃 > 𝑐 > 𝑐𝜃 − Δ𝑐,

(4)

where 𝑐𝜃 is the threshold for determining the postsynaptic
neuron firing activity, and Δ𝑐 is a margin that is introduced
to realize the stop-learning condition.
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Fig. 3. The AP-STDP rule with the stop-learning condition.

As shown in Fig. 3, we allow a synapse to be potentiated
if and only if the calcium concentration 𝑐 of the postsynaptic
neuron is in the range of [𝑐𝜃 , 𝑐𝜃 + Δ𝑐]. Similarly, a synapse is
depressed if and only if the calcium concentration falls in the
range of [𝑐𝜃 −Δ𝑐, 𝑐𝜃 ]. No long-term modification is induced if
the calcium level of the postsynaptic neuron is too low or too
high. This regulatory mechanism protects the synaptic memory
against modifications triggered by the ongoing spontaneous

activity, prevents the synapses from over-potientation or overdepression, and allows for full exploration of all input samples
in the learning process.
By introducing the stop learning rule based on the calcium
level, we correlate the postsynaptic neuron firing activity with
the synapse plasticity to avoid saturation. Note that since LTP
and LTD are only allowed when the calcium concentration
falls within the respective limits, no global positive feedback
effect exists. In addition, the calcium concentration follows the
first order dynamics of (3), and hence its value can increase
or decrease depending on the balance between post-synaptic
firing activities and the leakage. As a result, the imposed
stop learning rule allows the synaptic weight to change freely
without holding it at a specific high or low value.
Since the nearest-neighbor pairing scheme can be done
more easily than the all-pairing scheme and the difference in
performance between the two schemes is subtle, in this paper,
we only focus on nearest-neighbor pairing for our AP-STDP
rule to reduce the implementation overhead.
IV. E STIMATION OF I NTERNAL R EPRESENTATION A BILITY
OF S ELF -O RGANIZING R ESERVOIRS
To shed light on how the network dynamics may be impacted by the applied STDP mechanisms, hence leading to
different learning performances, we perform principal component analysis (PCA) on the reservoir responses induced by
various input samples. We define the network state at a given
𝑟
time 𝑡 as a binary vector s(t) ∈ {0, 1}𝑁 , where 𝑁 𝑟 is the
total number of reservoir neurons, and 𝑠𝑖 (𝑡) is 1 if and only if
the 𝑖𝑡ℎ reservoir neuron fires at time 𝑡. The network state s(t)
specifies the reservoir response at 𝑡. The reservoir response
matrix at time 𝑡 is defined as:
R(t) = {s0 (t), s1 (t), ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , sj (t), ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , sN (t)},

(5)

where 𝑗 is the index of the input samples, and 𝑁 is the number
of the input samples considered. The 𝑗-th column vector of
R(t), or sj (t), represents the network state at time 𝑡 given
the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ input. The defined reservoir response matrix R(t)
is a snapshot of the complex reservoir dynamics at time 𝑡
considering all input samples (shown in Fig. 4). By analyzing
the response matrix R(t), we can better understand how well
the input samples are represented by the network dynamics.
Applying PCA to the response matrix 𝑅(𝑡) allows us
to visualize the reservoir responses in the projection space
expanded by the first few, say three, principal components
(PCs). For the reservoir with weak internal representation
capability, the projected responses of different class labels are
expected to overlap with each other. In contrast, the formation
of tight intra-class clusters with small or no inter-class overlaps
is indicative of effective internal representation. We further
evaluate the network dynamics by calculating the amount of
variance explained by the first several PCs. The greater the
variance that is explained by the first several PCs, the more
orderly the network dynamics is, suggesting that the internal
structures of the input samples can be better captured by the
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Fig. 4. Extract the response matrix 𝑅(𝑡) from the reservoir responses.

network response. The experimental results of PCA on the
reservoir responses are reported in Section VI.
V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETTINGS AND B ENCHMARK
The reservoirs of two liquid state machines are set up
using the approach described in [6], giving rise to a recurrent
network of 135 and 90 reservoir neurons on a 3D grid,
respectively. 80% of the reservoir neurons are excitatory while
the rest of them are inhibitory. The connectivity between any
two neurons is constructed randomly under a probabilistic
distribution function such that the wiring probability of two
neurons drops exponentially with the distance between them:
𝑃 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑒

𝐷(𝑖,𝑗)
− 𝑟2

(𝑖 ∕= 𝑗),

(6)

where 𝐷(𝑖, 𝑗) is the Euclidean distance between neuron 𝑖 and
neuron 𝑗, and 𝑟 and 𝑘 are two control parameters chosen as
suggested in [6]. We adopt the discrete LIF neuronal model
and the second-order synaptic model described in [6].
The parameters of all STDP rules described in this work
are shown in Table I. The maximum synaptic weight 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥
is set to 8.0. The initial weights of excitatory synapses are
set to Δ𝑊 while inhibitory synaptic weights are initialized to
−Δ𝑊 . We set the bit-width of reservoir synaptic weights to
4 bits. For comparison purposes, we have tuned parameters
of the probabilistic STDP rule such that the total number and
amount of weight updates are roughly the same for both the
AP-STDP and probabilistic STDP rules.
TABLE I
PARAMETER SETTINGS OF THE STANDARD STDP, PROBABILISTIC STDP
AND AP-STDP RULES .
Parameter
𝐴+
𝐴−
𝜏+
𝜏−
Δ𝑊
𝑐𝜃
Δ𝑐
𝜏𝑐

Value
8.0
4.0
2.0
4.0
1.0
5.0
3.0
64.0

The adopted benchmark is a subset of the TI46 speech
corpus [26]. This benchmark contains 10 utterances of each
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English letter from “A” to “Z”, which were recorded from
a single speaker. There are 260 samples in this benchmark.
The time domain speech signals are preprocessed by Lyon’s
passive ear model [32], and encoded into 83 spike trains using
the BSA algorithm [33]. Each input spike train generated
in the preprocessing stage is sent to 32 randomly selected
reservoir neurons with a fixed weight randomly chosen to be
2 or −2. The readout layer is fully connected to the reservoir
with plastic synapses trained using the bio-inspired supervised
learning algorithm proposed in [6].
Before training the readout layer, all speech samples are
presented to each plastic reservoir one by one while a STDP
rule is applied to tune the reservoir synapses. The process is
repeated for a sufficient number of iterations till the reservoir
synaptic weights converge. Then, the readout layer is trained
with the learning algorithm described by [6]. We adopt a 5-fold
cross validation scheme to test the recognition performance for
each LSM network setting by randomly dividing all speech
samples into 5 groups. The recognition decision is made right
after each testing speech sample is presented. At this time, the
readout neuron with the highest firing frequency is chosen as
the winner whose class label is deemed to be the classification
decision.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Using the experimental setups described in Section V, we
compare five reservoir tuning settings, which are abbreviated
in Table II, for two reservoir sizes, namely 135 and 90 neurons,
respectively.
TABLE II
R ESERVOIRS T UNING M ETHODS .

Abbreviation
Static
AAP
ANN
PAAP
PANN
Proposed

STDP Rule and Pairing Scheme Used
Randomly Generated Fixed Reservoir
Standard Additive STDP w/ All-Pairing
Standard Additive STDP w/ Nearest-Neighbor
Probabilistic STDP w/ All-Pairing
Probabilistic STDP w/ Nearest-Neighbor
Activity-based Probabilistic STDP w/ Nearest-Neighbor

A. Principal Component Analysis for Reservoir Dynamics
We first analyze reservoir dynamics using PCA. For this,
we collect the reservoir response matrix R(t) at a randomly
selected time 𝑡0 = 434 𝑚𝑠 and perform PCA to the reservoir
responses for both static and plastic reservoirs. We visualize
the projected responses in the projection space spanned by
the first three PCs in Fig. 5. The static reservoir and the
plastic reservoirs tuned using the standard STDP create visible
overlaps across different speech classes without forming good
intra-class clusters. This again indicates that a randomly generated reservoir may not be effective for a specific application.
Fig. 5 also suggests that simply adopting the standard STDP
does not produce the desired self-organizing behaviors when
the reservoir synapses have a low resolution.
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Fig. 5. Visualization of the reservoir responses in the PCs space for different spoken letters. For simplicity, we visualize the responses of input speech samples
with four different class labels (letters). The four class labels ‘𝐴’, ‘𝐽’, ‘𝑃 ’ and ‘𝑍’ are marked as ‘▽’, circle ‘∘’, cross ‘+’ and square ‘□’, respectively.

Although intra-class clusters are partially formed in some
cases with the probabilistic STDP rule, overlaps across different classes still exist. This suggests that the resulting poor
input representation power may be attributed to the occurrence
of synaptic memory saturation due to the lack of stop-learning
rules. This conclusion is supported by the results of the
proposed AP-STDP rule, which produces compact intra-class
clusters and also well separates different classes.
TABLE III
A MOUNT OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED BY THE FIRST SEVERAL PC S FOR
DIFFERENT RESERVOIR TUNING METHODS .

# of PCs
Static
AAP
ANN
PAAP
PANN
Proposed

Principal Components
135 Reservoir Neurons
90 Reservoir Neurons
5
20
65
5
20
50
21.8%
55.4%
94.2%
23.5%
65.3%
96.6%
20.3%
55.1%
94.6%
23.3%
65.8%
96.6%
18.7%
52.4%
93.2%
24.1%
67.1%
96.5%
17.8%
51.6%
92.8%
23.0%
64.8%
96.2%
19.6%
54.0%
93.6%
24.3%
68.4%
96.0%
21.5%
57.2%
94.4%
28.4%
73.9%
97.8%

Further analysis of the variance explained by the first several
PCs offers additional insights on the internal representation
effectiveness of different reservoirs as reported in Table III.
We use the static reservoir case as a baseline reference and
visualize the change in the explained variance due to the
adoption of different STDP rules in Fig. 6. As shown in
Table III and Fig. 6, the standard and probabilistic STDP
rules either make no significant improvements over the static
baseline or even underperform it, reaffirming the potential
weaknesses of these rules.
In the case of AP-STDP, there is a greater amount of variance explained by the first several PCs compared to the static
baseline and other STDP rules. This is consistently the case
for the reservoirs with 135 neurons and 90 neurons. As seen
in Fig. 6, up to 2% and 6% more variance can be explained
with AP-STDP compared to the static reservoir. These results

suggest that the network dynamics induced by AP-STDP have
an improved internal representational structure.
B. Recognition Performances
TABLE IV
R ECOGNITION PERFORMANCES OF THE LSM S WITH DIFFERENT
RESERVOIRS .

Reservoir Tuning
Static
AAP
ANN
PAAP
PANN
Proposed

135 Reservoir Neurons
92.3%
92.3%
90.4%
93.5%
92.3%
94.2%

90 Reservoir Neurons
89.6%
88.4%
89.6%
88.1%
89.2%
92.3%

We use the adopted benchmark described in Section V to
test the LSM recognition rates as reported in Table IV. We also
plot the performance boosts over the static baseline achieved
by the plastic reservoirs in Fig. 7. To the best knowledge
of the authors, the best reported performance on the same
benchmark achieved by a static LSM with 135 reservoir
neurons is 92.3% [6]. The recognition performance of our
static reservoir with 135 neurons achieves the same recognition
rate of 92.3%. When the reservoir size is reduced to 90
neurons, the recognition rate of our static reservoir becomes
89.6%.
In comparison with the static baseline, the standard STDP
rule degrades the performance as shown in Table IV and
Fig. 7. The improvements of the probabilistic STDP rule
over the static reservoir are not consistent. It in fact leads to
performance degradation in some cases. As shown in Table IV,
the performance of AP-STDP is superior than other STDP
rules. AP-STDP boosts the performance by 1.9% compared to
the best reported performance obtained under a static reservoir
for the reservoir size of 135 neurons. AP-STDP produces a
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Fig. 7. The performance boosts over the static reservoir achieved by
different plastic reservoirs. The proposed AP-STDP significantly boosts the
performance for both the 90-neuron and 135-neuron reservoirs. AAP, ANN,
and PANN lead to close-to-zero performance boosts in some cases.
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good recognition rate of 92.3% when the reservoir has only
90 neurons. The performance boost over the static baseline is
2.7% in this case.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a novel activity-based
probabilistic STDP (AP-STDP) rule as a promising selforganizing approach to construct plastic recurrent reservoirs
in the context of the liquid state machine. Through a probabilistic update mechanism, AP-STDP achieves good learning
performance and facilities efficient reservoir tuning at low
synaptic weight resolutions. Furthermore, AP-STDP addresses
the issue of synaptic memory saturation by imposing a stoplearning condition based an activity measure. AP-STDP is
shown to outperform all other studied STDP rules based on
the principle component analysis of the network dynamics and
realistic performance benchmarking using speech recognition.
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